ADDENDUM NUMBER ONE
Clarifications

RE:  RFP 171801 Renewable Energy Purchase

Total pages in this addendum: One (1)

ASU had retained an experienced consultant that assisted in the development of the RFP, and will assist in the review and evaluation of proposals.

The following inquiries were submitted:

1. Q.  RFP didn’t note a COD or PPA start-date requirement. Does ASU have such a requirement, or a preference at a minimum?
   A.  ASU has a preference to have delivery of energy begin no later than December 31, 2020.

2. Q.  Section V states that ASU will accept a busbar transaction. If the proposed project is not located in the APS Service area, would ASU incur additional cost to wheel the power from the busbar to the APS system?
   A.  ASU is seeking, at a minimum, pricing proposals for delivery at the project busbar (wherever the project is located). Further, if developers feel they can offer attractive proposals for delivery at other points (including, but not limited to, Palo Verde Hub), they are encouraged to do so. Based on the proposals received for physical PPAs, ASU will evaluate whether it is advantageous for ASU to arrange its own basis transaction/wheeling contract, select the developer proposed alternate delivery point, limit the transaction to delivery at the project busbar, or work with the applicable utility to reach an agreeable solution. ASU is open to creative solutions, so developers are encouraged to propose options which they believe could be attractive to ASU.

All other specifications, and terms and conditions of the solicitation shall remain unchanged.

________________________________________
Laura Bolster, Purchasing Manager
Purchasing and Business Services
Laura.Bolster@asu.edu